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Introduction
Introduction
“Giving libraries a powerfully simple tool to 
delight patrons, deliver articles, and cut costs 
while advancing Open.”
— Tina Baich, Associate Dean at Indiana 
University — Purdue University Indianapolis 
University Library
Introduction, pt 2
Introduction
“We should be able to provide a legal way for 
getting the needed documents”
• Dr. Jarmo Saarti & Prof. Kimmo Tuominen; 
2019 IFLA ILDS on Wednesday
Quick Statistics
● 30,000 students
● 2,800 Faculty
● 4,600 Staff
● 2 Colleges
● 14 schools on campus
Libraries
● University Library
● Law
● Medicine
● Dentistry
● Art
IU. (n.d.).IUPUI University Library. [Photograph]. Retrieved from ulib.iupui.edu
Who are we?: IUPUI
Introduction
Maybe we look familiar? Open 
Access Button, DeliverOA, and ILDS 
2017.
We build tools with libraries too:
to realize significant savings, 
delight patrons, 
and make the leap to Open by 
default.
Our goal is to make it simpler to do 
research without subscriptions. 
We build free, community owned, 
open source tools not-for profit, but 
for change.
Who are we?: Open Access Button
Introduction
What is InstantILL?
● Integration
○ Link Resolvers
○ OA Searching
○ Interlibrary Loan 
Requesting
● Simple User 
Interface
Integration, Simplification
What is InstantILL?
Subscription and OA Availability
What is InstantILL?
ILL Request via OpenURL
What is InstantILL?
Designing and Developing InstantILL
● Observed, task-Based testing
● Testing text and styling
● Allows for rapid updates to 
prototypes and tests 
User Testing InstantILL
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Designing and Developing InstantILL
● Finding Metadata: Allows total automation 80% of the 
time. Full citations 30% of the time. (n=1000)
● Finding Open Access: 10% at IUPUI (n=12000). Up to 
23% seen elsewhere.
● Finding Subscriptions: 91% found (n=100)
All tested in the hardest case (article title only). Still 
improving systems now.
Performance Testing
Results
Implementing InstantILL
Webform Setup/Configuration
Implementing InstantILL
Deployed on University Library Website
Implementing InstantILL
Updates
Embedding within Existing ILL Forms
Updates
Usage
Updates
Integrating into other library tools
Updates
Preparing for others to use
● More compatibility: 
• WMS, ILLiad, Relais ILL, Tipasa, and more. Soon: ALMA.
• Serial Solutions. SFX, EBSCO Full Text Finder, and more. Soon: 
Primo.
● Testing & monitoring. Fixes as we find issues
● Self-set up, demos, and marketing website
● Interest. 300 Libraries on waiting list
Next Steps
Updates
● Adding “pilot mode” (inspired by ILDS)
● Redirecting direct to content (no form)
● Delivery from purchase on demand (e.g Reprints Desk)
● Browser plugin integration
● Even... more compatibility, simpler set up etc
Shameless Plug
Updates
● InstantILL.org is being released in the next few weeks, 
and it’s in use today
● Everything shown is free to use. Paid for priority 
support and more features that support your library 
are available to sustain the tool
● 30 minutes to set up
● Sign up today to get notified
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More at InstantILL.org
